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Greek Mythology: Where  Reality and F antasy Meet

Greek Mythology Really Did a Number on Me, Huh?

                 Not to sound like Achilles- but I'd like to think I have pretty thick skin. While his experiences are
different from mine, it's still comforting to be able to relate to the idea of feeling stable and strong until something
suddenly changes out of the blue. The idea that classic Greek myths such as Achilles's remain timeless and teachable
has fascinated me for years. I was an early reader, and it was pretty well known when I was a kid that reading was
one of my main personality traits. I am proud of that creativity and the kind of person I have become because of my
propensity for the fantastical, both having blossomed with time. I read countless stories that could have incited my
imagination, but none were as impactful as Greek mythology. These stories, while portrayed to me as fantasy,
remained honest, intimate, and outlandish all at the same time. This is because when I really analyzed their impact,
they were my first introduction to the darker realities of violence, familial relationships, love, and the differences
between people. Greek Myths were the first imperfect stories I ever came to know, and they taught me that even the
most glorified of worlds are really just pitiful fiction. 
                   While that point of view may seem despondent, they unquestionably impacted my worldview in a
positive light. Being able to understand the difference between reality and fiction became an essential part of my
interpretation of the people and places that surrounded me. I allow myself to explore my imaginative side, but I can
always bring myself back down if needed. This has been instrumental in pursuing my passion for theatre. For
instance, analyzing Shakespeare’s texts line by line may feel like a euphoric fever dream, but at its core there are
elements of heart and intimacy that draw me in much like these classic Greek myths.
                   If we’re going to truly connect here, like I hope, I’m gonna be honest, and admit I was a big Percy
Jackson fan; clearly my addiction to Greek myths got worse from there. When I was younger, I saw myself as a lot
like the goddess Athena. For reference, my favorite color has been grey, like her eyes, since the fourth grade. (And
I have way too much owl memorabilia). We all remember when she bested Poseidon in the competition for Athens,
right? Seeing a woman using her intelligence and wit to gain power over men showed me what I wanted to become in
the future. In modern times, it's especially important to teach young girls about powerful female figures in classic
literature. Using Greek myths should be vital in this process because you can use the teetering line between fantasy
and reality to provide edifying moral lessons.
                   I recognize that I glorify Greek mythology. I learned it’s important for me to recognize as a person and
artist that to grow both creatively and intellectually it’s key to absorb oneself in other cultures and mythologies
instead of those based strictly on Western civilization. While Greek mythology will always hold a special place in my
heart, drawing inspiration from these assorted mythologies opened up an entirely different way of seeing the world
and its people around me. When I can’t picture the path to Mount Olympus, I smile fondly at my image of Yggdrasil,
the colossal tree in Norse mythology that extends its branches to different worlds. Hey, maybe there’s a twig
somewhere that leads to the back door of the gods’ throne room. Once I started making connections between these
mythologies, it led me to understand other people better as well. 
                    Greek mythology will always feel like home to me, a world in which I can allow myself to dream and
wonder, and I truly believe that finding that feeling in different aspects of my life has made me the person I am
today. 
 


